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Immunogenomic Pathways Associated with Cytotoxic Lymphocyte Infiltration and Survival in Colorectal Cancer by Shen, Guan, Hummel et al.

Manuscript describing analysis of TCGA gene expression data from colorectal cancers to identify potential therapeutic targets that affect survival. Specifically targeting analysis of cytotoxic lymphocyte infiltration to better understand immune checkpoint inhibitor vulnerabilities.

Major concerns

1. Paper needs to be revised to not have jargon and make more broadly understandable to the reader. Problem areas include:
   a. Non-standard abbreviations should be spelled out throughout. It is very difficult to read with so many. Like CRC and TCGA (standard); MCP, RSC, DEGs and many more not standard.
   b. What is Level 3 mRNA data

2. It is not clear if there is a circular argument and/or the input and output are not independent. Could you discuss if the genes that make up differential expression are the same or similar genes that are used to define CL using the MCP Counter method? In particular, "Immunoregulatory interactions between lymphoid and non-lymphoid cell". Specifically, what genes defined the CL abundance and how do these compare to the genes differentially expressed in your analysis.

3. Related to #2, would be helpful to provide more detail about CL classification using MCP-Counter method. What goes into the classification, how different are tissues as far as CL presence? How powerful is this classification for the data set you are using - do tissues fall into clear groups. What is the median CL score and distribution for your data set?

4. Is the differential expression in right sided cancers (hi vs lo CL) due to the MSI tumors. Is the differential expression still present if the MSI tumors are excluded?

5. Could you expand upon survival analysis? Could you graphically represent gene expression vs survival? What do you consider significantly different survival? Possibly report statistics supporting the genes reported in Table 2.

6. How many genes are in the Immunoregulatory pathway (Table 2); what is the denominator?

7. Table 2, Pathways column is not helpful. If you had a companion model of CL interacting with non-lymphoid cell, might make some sense.

8. Shorter discussion - more to the point.

9. The CD48 discussion is confusing. Since it is differentially expressed in both metastatic groups - but opposite relationship to survival.
Other Suggestions
1. Need to better define early, localized, metastatic. There is overlap in staging. Are you using specific TNM and not stage? What is it?
2. Looks like you used RSEM normalized RNA-seq data, but talk about download of data off of Illumina HiSeq and Illumina-GA (raw data). Not sure how and when this downloaded other data is used. If not used, no need to mention.
3. Make sure there is sufficient detail in methods that someone could reproduce your analysis.
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